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CNO
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CMAESTSFAFRON

CMAESTSFAFRON

CTF 135

CTG 135.1

CTG 135.2

CTG 135.3

CONFIDENTIAL

AMPLIFYING NR 13

1. IN IMPROVED WEATHER SUBMARINE PUT 4 MEN ON DECK DECK OF

COS. REPAIRS VARIOUS (AS REQ) 5 HOURS

2. WORKED ON FITTINGS UNDER SUPERSTRUCTURE DECK. ACCESS

THROUGH SCUTTLE HT OF PRESSURE HULL HATCH. SUB SLOWED TO 2 KNOTS FOR

42 MINUTES TO REDUCE WATER BREAKING OVER SCUTTLE.

3. DURING CECIL'S MIDNIGHT FUELING FROM ELOKONIN SUB REMAINED ON COURSE

AND SPEED.

4. FM 021747Z 23-55M 60-50 G 290 SPEED 5-8
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